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Abstract

This paper explores a model for the operation of an ad hoc mobile network. The model

incorporates incentives for users to act as transit nodes on multi-hop paths and to be rewarded

with their own ability to send traffic. The paper explores consequences of the model by means

of fluid-level simulations of a network and illustrates the way in which network resources are

allocated to users according to their geographical position.

1 Introduction

There are good reasons why nodes in a mobile ad hoc network, that lacks the networking infras-

tructure which has been deployed through the investment of a telecommunications corporation,

would prefer not to cooperate. When nodes do cooperate, they form the necessary ad hoc infras-

tructure that makes multi-hop communication achievable, allowing traffic from a node to reach

destinations that would either require a significant amount of transmission energy using single

hop communication, or simply not be possible without routing the traffic through other nodes.

However, this means that nodes must be willing to forward traffic for other nodes, and in this

way expend energy without receiving any direct gain from doing so. If a node only considers its

own short-term utility, then it may not choose to participate within the network.

Thus, the concept of introducing incentives for collaboration into the architecture of this

type of network is an important step, and one which allows us to consider the dynamics of the

cooperation and preferences of nodes within a system. This leads us naturally to the use of

pricing mechanisms, which have found application in rate control in wireline networks [9, 3, 11]



and resource control in wireless networks [10, 12, 15]. The difference in this situation is that nodes

recover costs, associated with energy losses and traffic loading at a particular node, through the

credit arising from pricing mechanisms. This has been shown to stimulate cooperation within

ad hoc networks [1]. Determining energy-efficient routes is also an important consideration in

ad hoc networks [2, 4, 16], and pricing mechanisms provide the means of guiding a system to its

optimal operating point.

In this paper, we specifically consider the issue of how prices can be determined automat-

ically by the ability of nodes to pay the costs for transmitting traffic, and the routes that are

subsequently used. We show that cooperation is a natural outcome that emerges from incentives

created by the pricing mechanisms. We further study the way that the mobility of the users

affects system performance.

2 System Description

We model our network as a set N of mobile nodes that are equipped with directional, wireless

antennas, with N = |N | being the number of nodes. Note that in this paper we use the terms

“node” and “user” interchangeably to refer to the same entity in the network, where a unique

integer index can be used to distinguish between two distinct entities. The difference between the

two terms is subtle, where the term “user” is more closely associated with a person who desires to

send traffic to other users in the network and pays congestion costs for doing so. In comparison,

the term “node” has topological meaning, in terms of position, velocity, capacity constraints

and routing. However, these properties all belong to a single entity, so that the terms are not

completely distinct, and the respective term is used in this paper where the natural meaning of

the word is appropriate.

Amongst the setN of nodes, there is a set S of sources that have destinations D to send traffic

to. To do this, a set of routes between each source and destination pair has been determined,

where a route r ⊂ N is a subset of the nodes. These routes can be determined using routing

protocols like AODV [13] or DSR [7]. Within the set R of all the possible routes within the

network, we can identify RS(s) as the subset of routes that originate at source s, and RD(d) as

the subset of routes that terminate at destination d.

With regards to traffic flow at a specific point in time, each source is transmitting a total

amount of traffic xs, which may be split between the routes r ∈ RS(s). Optimisation of traffic

flows, from a single source using multiple routes, has been considered previously [9, 16, 17]. The



traffic flow along a particular route r is given by yr, where yr ≥ 0, so the total traffic flow xs

generated by source node s is determined by summing all the flows along each route:

xs =
∑

r∈RS(s)

yr. (1)

We consider that a node is restricted by only having one transceiver. We also observe that

a node has limits on its capacity to transmit or receive, where the capacity limit is defined by

its spectrum allocation and medium access protocol. The total flow constraint can be modelled

by calculating the total capacity usage, where traffic that is forwarded by a node must be both

received and transmitted:

cj =
∑

r:j∈r, and

r∈RS(j)∪RD(j)

yr +
∑

r:j∈r, and

r 6∈RS(j)∪RD(j)

2yr, (2)

and constraining the capacity usage as follows:

cj ≤ Cj , ∀j ∈ N , (3)

Notice that this constraint does not fully capture the interference issue that arises in wireless

networks, but it is a simplification that ensures that a node cannot receive traffic from, or

transmit traffic to, two of its neighbours simultaneously.

A key issue within mobile ad hoc networking is energy efficiency, and this can be achieved

through traffic management and optimal routing of traffic flows. The energy consumed per

unit flow when transmitting traffic from node i to node j is represented by the variable e
(tx)
ij .

Receiving traffic also consumes energy, though is independent of the node from which the traffic

was transmitted, so we represent this energy consumption by the constant e(rx). Note that

variables e
(tx)
ij can vary with time, representing the mobility of our system. Also, if a node j

cannot be reached from node i, then e
(tx)
ij =∞. Finally, we use the notation that fri is the node

that i will forward traffic to, when using route r.

When considering a specific node j, the power consumed by the node is:

γj =
∑

r∈RS(j)

yre
(tx)
jfrj

+
∑

r∈RD(j)

yre
(rx) +

∑

r:j∈r, and

r 6∈RS(j)∪RD(j)

yr

(
e(rx) + e

(tx)
jfrj

)
. (4)

Power consumption is constrained at a node, due to the rate of discharge of the node’s battery.

This leads us to the following power constraint at each individual node:

γj ≤ Γj , ∀j ∈ N , (5)

where Γj depends on the specification of the node’s power supply.



3 Model

3.1 Dual algorithm for flow allocation

Our approach to route selection and flow allocation closely follows the theoretical formulation

given in [9]. The formulation develops a mechanism to allow nodes to make decentralised deci-

sions concerning the choice of the flows on potential routes. The nodes make these decisions based

on congestion prices announced by relevant nodes. In this way, nodes with a given willingness-

to-pay for congestion costs can adjust their resource usage accordingly. The approach in this

paper builds on [9] by the incorporation of power as well as bandwidth prices to reflect additional

constraints that arise in wireless networks.

We define this model more formally as follows. Suppose that each user s has a parame-

ter ws(t), known as the willingness-to-pay parameter, and that the user adjusts its flow rate on

each route r (where r ∈ RS(s)) as a function of time, so that the total flow rate generated by

user s is given according to the expression

xs(t) =
∑

r∈RS(s)

yr(t) =
ws(t)

minr∈RS(s)

∑
j∈r µjr(t)

(6)

with yr(t) only being positive on routes r that attain the minimum in the denominator. The

variable µjr(t) is the price that node j charges for forwarding a unit flow along route r. This

model closely reflects what will occur in a mobile ad hoc network, as the lowest cost paths will

be selected in practice. Prices along the routes are defined according to the following equation:

µjr(t) =





e
(tx)
jfrj

µPj (t) + µBj (t), j is the source node on route r,(
e(rx) + e

(tx)
jfrj

)
µPj (t) + 2µBj (t), j is a transit node for route r,

e(rx)µPj (t) + µBj (t), j is the destination node on route r.

(7)

where the congestion prices µPj (t) and µBj (t), for power and bandwidth respectively, are dynam-

ically adapted according to the equations:

d

dt
µBj (t) =

κµBj (t)

Cj
(cj(t)− Cj) , (8)

and
d

dt
µPj (t) =

κµPj (t)

Γj
(γj(t)− Γj) . (9)

The dependence of the right-hand sides of (8) and (9) on both the current price and the

respective capacity are an attempt to scale the dynamics of the prices in a network with widely

differing prices and capacities. The overall effect of this dual algorithm is, under stable operation,



to allocate flows to routes for each user in such a way that the traffic for a given user s, say, faces

congestion costs at the rate of ws(t) per unit time. Global stability of the system (6–9) can be

established by the construction of an appropriate Lyapunov function [9], in the case where the

network structure is static. We investigate here a model where both the network structure and

the set of sources is varying over time.

3.2 Balancing the congestion costs

So far, our model produces a traffic allocation across possible routes determined by the willingness-

to-pay parameters, ws(t), for each user. We now seek to provide an incentive for a user j, say, to

act as a transit node for other users’ traffic by supposing that user j receives a notional credit

for the congestion costs it incurs from each individual source with routes passing through j. The

credit thus accumulated can then be re-cycled as payment to other nodes which act as transits

for traffic originating at the resource. In this way, users will have the strongest incentive to

act as transits where there is the greatest excess demand for traffic, since they earn the most

in transit fees. Note that we consider a node to represent a composite resource, having both

capacity and energy resources.

We suppose that each user maintains a credit balance, bs(t), which receives an initial en-

dowment of 1 when the user arrives into the system, where we here identify a node with the

user, s, say, whose routes originate at that node. The user’s credit balance is then adjusted by

transferring credit equal to the congestion costs to each of the downstream resources. Each user

will seek to control their credit balance, bs(t), and we envisage them doing so by dynamically

adjusting their willingness-to-pay parameters, ws(t), according to the level of their credit balance

by following a rule of the form: ws(t) = αsbs(t) for some parameter αs > 0. In this way, the

user’s sending rates would become coupled with their credit balance and they would thereby

naturally reduce their sending rate whenever their credit balance was low.

The credit balance itself is discounted, over time,

dbs
dt

= −β (bs(t)− 1)− ws(t) +
∑

r:s∈r
yrµsr(t) (10)

where β is a small positive constant. This will tend to keep the sum of the credit balances bs(t)

over sources s ∈ N (the total credit in the system) near the population size N : when a user

leaves the system (with their credit lost to the system), the total credit in the system will adjust

towards the size of the remaining population.



3.3 Remarks

Our model requires further development in two areas. Firstly, it does not take into account

delays within the network, whether these delays are queueing delays in the nodes themselves

or propagation delays which traffic flows experience between nodes. Analysis has shown that

queueing delays become small in comparison with propagation delays under certain network

scaling regimes [8]. However, mobile ad hoc networks may not be able to achieve the scaling

required for this conclusion to apply in the near future. At the same time, due to the regional

nature of a mobile ad hoc network, propagation delays are most likely to remain small. Further

research will enable adequate modelling of these delays so that issues such as stability and

parameter selection can be resolved [6].

The other area for further development is to include a more realistic model of the interference

that occurs within a mobile network using wireless media. Our model includes a capacity

constraint that limits the amount of traffic flow that a node can transmit to, receive from or

forward for other nodes. In reality, interference within the wireless media places much greater

constraints on the throughput of the network [5]. For example, a node may not be able to

successfully receive packets from one of its neighbours due to interference created by entirely

separate flows in its vicinity. Ways of modelling interference in wireless and mobile networks

have been proposed elsewhere, in the context of resource management using pricing mechanisms

[14, 15].

4 Simulations

The dynamics of the system described in Section 3 are illustrated here using a simulation model.

In particular, we demonstrate the stability of prices at nodes and their credit balances. With

regards to performance, we also investigate the throughput of the system. Certain dynamics of

the system are also studied, including the arrival and departure of users from the system and

how this affects the total credit. Finally, we consider how user mobility affects their individual

throughput and also how it contributes to the overall system throughput.

Initially, we studied a given network of ten users located randomly according to a uniform

distribution within a geographical area of 100m by 100m, as shown in Figure 1. It has the

features of higher clustering of nodes towards the top-right corner, a node closely situated within

the geographical centre of the network (node N8), and nodes with higher geographical isolation

(particularly nodes N1 and N2). This allows us to study a set of nodes with diverse geographical
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Figure 1: Topology of the mobile ad hoc network.

locations and topological relationships.

Each node is equipped with a single transceiver with range 56 metres, which defines the

neighbours that it has within the network. Notice that for nodes in the centre of the network,

this means that nodes have a large set of neighbours and hence have a higher number of routes

to choose from, in order to send traffic to a particular destination. Nodes, such as N1 and N2,

have only a few neighbours, and so can only select routes from a smaller set of possible paths.

With regards to traffic model, we assume that a particular user establishes a connection

with a randomly selected recipient, where the connection duration is exponentially distributed.

Once the connection with a particular destination node terminates, the user remains idle for an

exponentially distributed period before randomly selecting another node to initiate a connection

with. Consequently, a particular user will communicate with a number of different users during

the course of a simulation, which we believe is a realistic approach for modelling the traffic

behaviour within the network.

When a user initiates a connection with another user, it determines the lowest cost route

and then continues to use that particular route for the duration of the connection. Notice that

this is a departure from the model described in Section 3, where users continually monitor all

available routes to the recipient user and always route traffic through the route with minimum

cost. However, this departure from the model is a realistic one, because we want to minimise

the amount of routing information that has to be distributed within the network. When using

one of the proposed ad hoc routing protocols, such as AODV [13] or DSR [7], it is reasonable to



assume that the integrity of routes will need to be checked before routing a stream of packets

along a particular path. However, it is unlikely that nodes will continuously monitor all paths

at the granularity level of transmitting each packet. The consequence of this departure from the

model is that the system will not achieve optimal performance, but there is a trade-off between

optimality and the overhead involved in continuously monitoring the prices of other routes to

the destination. Another advantage of this approach is that route-flapping is avoided, which

may occur if the price of another route drops below the route currently used, and then a user

begins to frequently swap traffic between these two routes.

4.1 Static Network: Stability of Price and Credit Balances

To demonstrate the stability of the system, we simulate a static network topology for 10, 000s

where the mean duration of a connection is 0.5s, and a user is idle for a mean period of 0.5s after

completing a connection. The users update their prices every 0.01s. The system parameters

used in the system are set as αs = 0.3, β = 0.01 and κ = 0.05. The bandwidth capacity is

set to C = 10 for all nodes in the network, while the maximum power is Γ = 0.5. The energy

parameters associated with transmitting and receiving traffic are given by e
(tx)
ij = 10−4‖zi−zj‖1/22

and e(rx) = 10−3, with zi and zj being the geographical position of nodes i and j respectively.

The prices and credit balance of four representative nodes in the network are shown in Figure

2. Node N1 has been selected, as it is the most extreme node in the network, while node N7

is an extreme node with nodes N3 and N9 in close proximity. The prices of the node nearest

the centre of the network, namely N8, have also been plotted, together with those of node N9,

which is also frequently used as a transit node.

It can be observed from these plots that each price stabilises about a mean value, hence

providing evidence that the overall system is stable. It should be noted that this occurs with

the sub-optimal routing policy that minimum cost routes are only selected when connections

are established. A second observation is that prices for node N1, which is on the edge of the

network, all decay rapidly to zero. This is because no routes are selected which use N1 as a

transit node, and the only flows which consume bandwidth or power resources at this node are

those originating or terminating at N1.

It is also interesting to compare the prices of nodes N8 and N9. The bandwidth price is the

highest for N9, while N8 has the highest power price. The reason for this is that while node N8

is the closest to the centre of the network, distances to its neighbouring nodes are all relatively

high. Hence, as more power is consumed by N8 in transmitting to other nodes, the power price
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Figure 2: Bandwidth and power prices curves of four representative nodes (N1, N7, N8 and

N9).

will be driven up. In comparison, N9 is not near the centre of the network, yet is close to nodes

N3 and N7, and will be carrying larger amounts of traffic for these nodes and for other nodes

that route traffic around this cluster of nodes. Hence, its capacity usage will be reasonably high,

as reflected by its bandwidth price.

The credit balances and throughputs, for the same nodes, are plotted in Figure 3. Through-

put is determined by logging the accumulative traffic originating from the node in 50s intervals.

Once again, note that these quantities stabilise around their individual mean value. The mean

value for each node’s credit balance is largely dependent on their geographical location within

the network. As would be expected, node N8 maintains the highest credit balance, as it will be

carrying a large amount of transit traffic. In addition, N8 will be charging high power prices

for doing so, and thus accruing significant credit in the process. As the location of a node gets

closer to the edge of the network, its credit balance is seen to decrease.

4.2 Dynamic Network: Arrivals and Departures of Users

Having demonstrated that the system does stabilise for a static network using simulations, we

now investigate a dynamic network where users can join and leave the network, depending on

decisions based on conditions that are external to the network. Consequently, we model the

arrivals and departures as a random process. In particular, we consider the arrivals as a Poisson

process and the “lifetime” of a user in the network is exponentially distributed. The location of

user, when it arrives, is randomly distributed within the 100m by 100m square area in which
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Figure 3: Credit balances and throughput curves of four representative nodes (N1, N7, N8 and

N9).

the network is situated.

We are concerned with the consequence to the total credit in the system when users join

or leave the network. A user who arrives will always increase the total credit by one, due to

its initial credit endowment. However, the situation is not the same when a user leaves the

system, as the user may have accumulated a large amount of credit from other users, because of

its ability to act as a transit node. When such a node leaves the network, the total credit will

decrease by more than one. Otherwise, if a user has spent most of its credit paying transit fees

for traffic routed through other nodes, then the total credit will not decrease significantly. In

both cases, at the instant when the user departs, the total credit will not reflect the true number

of users in the system.

The parameter β has been introduced into the model in (10) to discount the balance of users,

over time, so that the total credit in the system will adjust to the true number of users in the

system. This property of the system is shown in Figure 4. The mean arrival rate of users is 3.6

users per hour, and each user remains in the system for a mean period of 16.7 minutes. Figure

4 shows that the total credit in the system tracks the number of users in the system. The rate

of decay to the actual number of the system is defined by the value of β.

4.3 Mobile Network: User Prices and Overall Throughput

The final objective of this paper is to study the effect of mobility on the performance of our

ad hoc system, where nodes have incentives to collaborate. Returning to the original topology
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considered earlier in Figure 1, the most extreme node N1 is mobilised, and follows the path,

shown in Figure 5, through the geographical centroid of the static network consisting of the

remaining nodes. We observe the performance of the system, as the N1 moves across the

network and reaches the other edge of the network by the end of the simulation which is run for

10, 000s. To reach this final location, the velocity of N1 is set to (−0.0074, 0.0126)m/s.

As it approaches the centre of the network, N1 will be used more frequently as a transit

node to carry traffic between other nodes, and this can be observed from the increase in both

the bandwidth and power price of node N1 in Figure 6. At the same time, other nodes will now

have a choice of sending traffic through either N8 or N1, when both nodes are near the centre

of the network, so the effect of N1 moving to the centre is to reduce substantially the power

price of N8. As node N1 moves away from the centre of the network, these effects on the node

prices subside.

The increase in prices associated with node N1, when it is near the centre of the network,

and its increased traffic load which it forwards for other nodes, means that its credit balance

also grows, as shown in Figure 7(a). This increases the ability of N1 to generate traffic, as its

willingness-to-pay is related to its credit balance. Consequently, its throughput increases, as can

be observed in Figure 7(b). Due to the competition between N1 and N8, the credit balance

of node N8 decreases slightly. However, it should be noted that while N8’s credit balance

decreases, its overall throughput increases. This is principally due to the fact that N1 is now

much closer to N8, and so the actual cost of sending traffic to N1 becomes substantially less.
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Figure 6: Bandwidth and power prices curves of the mobile node N1, and two stationary nodes

N4 and N8.
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Figure 7: Credit balances and throughput curves of the mobile node N1, and two stationary

nodes N4 and N8.

This results in increasing the traffic load between N1 and N8, and so the bandwidth price of

node N8 increases accordingly. This increase in throughput and bandwidth price, when a node

moves closer to another particular node, is also observed in Figures 6(a) and 7(b) when N1

moves away from the centre of the network and closer to node N4.

The remaining question is whether the mobility of node N1 through the centroid of the

network effectively increases the overall throughput of the system. Figure 8 shows that the

overall throughput within the network has increased as N1 moves towards the centroid of the

network. In comparison, when N1 moves from the centre to the edge of the network, the overall

throughput decreases. Thus our results indicate ways in which the overall performance varies

with the current geographical distribution of the users. Moreover, mobile users can affect not

just their own performance, but also the overall performance of the network.

5 Conclusions

We have considered how incentives can be integrated into the operation of a mobile ad hoc

network, so that the cost of resources consumed at transit nodes, when forwarding traffic along

multi-hop routes, can be recovered using pricing mechanisms. These prices are determined

in a distributed fashion, where algorithms are used by individual users to update their prices

based on their bandwidth and power usage. Routes for connections from a user to a particular

destination are chosen such that the route price is minimal. This forms a dual algorithm for

traffic management within the network.
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Incentives for collaboration have been provided through the concept of a user having a

credit balance, which receives an initial endowment when the user joins the network. The credit

balance accumulates notional credit accrued by forwarding traffic for other users, while any traffic

generated from a particular user decreases the credit balance based on the cost of forwarding

the traffic to its destination. The amount of traffic that a user can generate is directly related

to its current credit balance—hence the user’s incentive to both act as a transit node for other

users and move to locations within the network where it can forward more traffic.

In this paper, we have studied this system through fluid-level simulations. These simulations

have demonstrated that users’ prices and credit balances stabilise for a static ad hoc network

and shown the advantages in being near the centre of the network, as this allows nodes to act

as transit nodes for a larger number of routes. We have also shown that mobility through the

centre of the network can increase an individual user’s throughput, as well as increase the overall

throughput of the system.

Further work includes exploring analytically the stability of the model, with the view of

selecting appropriate parameters for updating user prices and discounting their credit balances.

Further work also includes attempting to incorporate the effects of delays and interference. It

would also be of interest to investigate re-routing protocols that minimise the routing information

that needs to be distributed in the network, while at the same time achieving near-minimal cost

routing. In general, we have found that our model captures many of the fundamental trade-offs



within the collaborative setting of an ad hoc network.
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